Introduction
Competition in sports often refers to athletic competition on the field of play. In the business of sports, competition refers to enterprises that compete with each other for customers. It is often unclear, however, if teams in the same marketplace compete for the same customers. (Nagel et al., 2007) . Similar concerns arose when MLB's Oakland Athletics investigated a possible move to Santa Clara County, California which is within the territorial boundaries of MLB's San Francisco Giants. Throughout league relocation cases, one of the central questions has been the degree to which teams are in competition with each other for fans, and by extension, corporate sponsors, advertising revenues, and media rights.
These disputes between teams within leagues have occasionally resulted in litigation regarding potential revenue losses due to increased competition for consumers in the marketplace. In the United States, antitrust law governs most of these disputes. In these types of sports cases, teams or leagues often have to determine the definition of the product and geographic markets as their first step in assessing market power. The scope of the product Where did NHL Fans go during the 2004 -2005 and geographic markets relates to the degree of competition with other sports teams, leagues, or even other forms of entertainment. However, there has not been a consensus in terms of product market definition by the courts (Freitas, 2000) . Three cases illustrate this point. In International Boxing Club v.
United States (1959) , the United States Supreme Court upheld a lower court determination that the promotion of championship boxing matches, in contrast to all professional boxing events, constituted a relevant product market. The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed, in NCAA v. Board of Regents (1984) , that live college football telecasts were a distinct relevant market because the audience is unique and attractive to advertisers and competitors are not able to offer programming that can attract a similar audience. However, in Chicago Professional Sports LTD. v. NBA (1996) , the circuit court determined that viewers of basketball games are not unique and that advertisers can market to them through other channels.
As the courts have not established a consensus on marketplace competition for professional sports teams, when teams have attempted to move into another marketplace, they have often had to make economic arguments justifying their move. When the National Football League's (NFL)
Oakland Raiders moved to Los Angeles, the NFL attempted to prohibit their move (Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission v. National Football League, 1984) . One issue in the suit was the definition of the relevant market.
The Raiders argued that the relevant geographic market was Southern California while professional football was the relevant product market. Lehn
Where did NHL Fans go during the 2004 -2005 Lockout? 6 and Sykuta (1997 stated that "The NFL countered that the appropriate market was all forms of entertainment throughout the United States. The court accepted the narrower definition offered by the Raiders. In doing so, it offered no indication that either interchangeability of products or cross-price elasticities were seriously considered in the deliberation." Lehn and Sykuta further noted that this was in conflict with the court's rationale, as it earlier stated that the appropriate tests for determining the relevant product market Prior to the 2004-2005 season, the NHL locked out its players in an effort to reform its economic system. As a result of the lockout, a natural experiment was created that can be utilised to measure competition between the same sport at different levels of competition (Hypothesis 1 in Table 1 ) and different sports at the same level of competition (Hypothesis 2 in Table 1 ).
Specifically, the labour stoppage afforded the authors an opportunity to determine if live in-person consumers of NHL games instead went to NBA games or minor league hockey games during the lockout.
This issue is relevant to sport managers for many reasons. Most importantly, it affects the establishment of price levels. When setting prices, an organisation must understand the competitiveness of its market. It has to recognise who it is competing against in the marketplace and incorporate that information while determining pricing. Additionally, it may impact scheduling of games and other ways to differentiate the product.
Insert Table 1 fewer fans to away games, therefore imposing a cost on other league members.
However, the effect of the move disperses after the first few years.
Regarding direct measurements of competition between sports teams, Rascher Table 1 ).
Where did NHL Fans go during the 2004 -2005 Literature also exists that indirectly analyses the issue of the degree of competition between professional sports franchises. In these studies demand for sports (typically using attendance as a proxy for demand) is measured using the existence of other professional teams in the marketplace as a control factor. In their study examining NBA expansion and relocation, Rascher and
Rascher (2004) day of the lockout, allowing the league to resume play. Although the lockout cancelled an entire season, it was not known that it would be a full season lockout until after the NBA and the minor hockey leagues had set ticket prices.
A time series/cross-section, or panel, data set was used to test the two hypotheses. Included in the data set was information on attendance per game, the distance to the nearest NHL arena, the population of the metropolitan area, an NHL lockout indicator variable, and team winning percentages.
Attendance per game and the ratio of team attendance to league attendance were the dependent variables used in the analyses. The expected sign on the distance to nearest NHL arena was negative, indicating that a potential Separate regressions were analysed for the five different leagues (NBA and four minor hockey leagues) using attendance per game. An additional regression that included all four of the hockey leagues (with attendance data converted to a ratio of the team's attendance divided by its league average for a given year to account for leagues with different average demand) was run.
A final regression included all five leagues together (with similar attendance adjustments).
Analysis and Results
The impact of the NHL lockout on the demand for potential competitors, the NBA, AHL, ECHL, CHL, and UHL was assessed utilising individual regressions by league and separately utilising all four hockey leagues and then all five leagues in single regressions with an adjusted attendance measure (to account for differences in average attendance across the leagues). Insert Table 2 about here.
The variable of interest, NHL lockout indicator variable, did show statistically significant impacts for all of the league models except the UHL.
The NBA saw an increase of about 3.2% in attendance, above average, during the lockout time period. The AHL and ECHL (the two highest levels of hockey played in North America next to the NHL) saw increases of 5.7% and 3.6% above average, respectively. These were not only statistically significant, but may also be economically significant changes in attendance.
The CHL saw a decrease in attendance during the time period of less than 6.0%. The CHL was the furthest, on average, geographically from NHL team locations, and was also one of the smallest leagues measured by attendance.
However, the distance-to-NHL-arena variable was not significant. It is unclear as to why the CHL had a negative impact from the lockout. A time trend was included, but not found to be significant. Lagged winning percentage was also found to be insignificant.
The original analysis suffered from heteroscedasticity ( 15 . The results of the combined models utilising the ratio of team attendance to league average per year are shown in Table 3 . The four minor hockey leagues saw an increase of about 2.3% in attendance during the lockout. With the addition of the NBA to the model, the increase in attendance during the lockout was just less than 2%. The attendance ratio was within season so it accounted for the differences in number of games played across seasons and across leagues. Thus, utilising attendance per game was mathematically redundant for this regression. These findings were statistically significant at the 10% level.
Insert Table 3 about here.
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Discussion, Implications, Future Research
The current study presents evidence that teams in different sports, e.g., the NBA and NHL, and teams playing the same sport, but at different levels, e.g., the NHL and AHL, do compete with each other for in-person attendance.
Therefore, both hypotheses cannot be rejected.
Where did NHL Fans go during the 2004 -2005 The economic impact of the NHL lockout on its competitors was not only statistically significant, but also economically significant. Attendance per game for an NBA franchise rose by 546 customers during the lockout.
With NBA ticket prices averaging roughly US$44.68 (Boeck, 2004) The results of this study only provide data regarding the "typical"
NBA franchise or team in one of the four minor hockey leagues. For some teams, the impact of the lockout might have been limited or potentially much higher than the average. One factor that might have affected demand at the minor league hockey level was the presence of locked out NHL players playing for minor league teams. Due to difficulties assessing NHL player movement to the minor leagues and determining the number of games these players participated in during the lockout, this control variable was omitted from the study. However, future research should investigate the various factors that contribute to the level of competition in particular markets and for particular teams and leagues.
Professional sports franchises at all levels must interact with local, Certainly, in-person attendance is only one factor contributing to a professional sport franchise's financial success, but other revenue sources, such as those derived from sponsorships and media contracts, would likely also be influenced by the presence and the activities of competitors in a team's geographic market. Future research in these areas is needed as for some professional sports leagues, the revenues derived from in-person game attendance is or will soon be lower than other revenue sources that may be influenced by sport team competitors in the local geographic market. 
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